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Abstract. Movie graphs play an important role to bridge heterogenous
modalities of videos and texts in human-centric retrieval. In this work,
we propose Graph Wasserstein Correlation Analysis (GWCA) to deal
with the core issue therein, i.e, cross heterogeneous graph comparison.
Spectral graph filtering is introduced to encode graph signals, which are
then embedded as probability distributions in a Wasserstein space, called
graph Wasserstein metric learning. Such a seamless integration of graph
signal filtering together with metric learning results in a surprise consis-
tency on both learning processes, in which the goal of metric learning is
just to optimize signal filters or vice versa. Further, we derive the solu-
tion of the graph comparison model as a classic generalized eigenvalue
decomposition problem, which has an exactly closed-form solution. Fi-
nally, GWCA together with movie/text graphs generation are unified
into the framework of movie retrieval to evaluate our proposed method.
Extensive experiments on MovieGrpahs dataset demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our GWCA as well as the entire framework.
Keywords: graph Wasserstein metric · graph correlation analysis ·movie
retrieval
1 Introduction
Nowadays, people show growing enthusiasm in searching desired movie clips,
which contain either attractive plots or funny dialogue with vivid performance
of actors, for multiple purposes including materials accumulation for presenta-
tion and entertainment. However, in many cases, they can just describe their
understanding/impression of plots or dialogue content of those target clips, but
are hardly accessible to the exact movie names or frame locations. This makes
it time/energy-consuming and tedious to search the desired clips by manually
browsing those movies one by one. Consequently, automatic movie-text retrieval
become quite necessary and meaningful.
Xueya Zhang and Tong Zhang have equal contributions.
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2 Xueya Zhang et al.
Among movie retrieval, the elements mainly consist of visual videos and de-
scriptive texts, which have been investigated in some cross tasks such as video
description [6] and video/image query and answer (Q & A) [28]. Most methods
take some sophisticated dynamic models, e.g.,gated recurrent unit (GRU) [8]
and long-short term memory (LSTM) [32], to capture the dynamics within both
videos and texts, and then bridge them based on those obtained representation.
However, these do not cater to flexible movie contour search, where some ac-
tors might be only posed by one searcher. Just to address this case, recently
MovieGraphs dataset [30] is successfully initiated with annotated graphs to de-
scribe the interactions of entities in movie clips, and provides rather appropriate
evaluations on more flexible movie-description retrieval for boosting machine
understanding on movie clips.
Motivated by this case, in this work, we follow the technique line of graph
modeling, which is more versatile to describe structured information in human-
centric situation of movie graph retrieval. As a universal tool, graph can represent
various data in the real world by defining nodes and edges that reveal multiple
relationships between objects. For one given movie clip, those actors or other en-
tities could be understood as nodes, their interactions may be defined as the edge
connections. Accordingly, the text description can also be modeled with graph
structure. Hence, the task of movie retrieval can be converted into the problem
of graph searching, whose core issue is the comparisons between graph struc-
tured data. The inter-graph comparison contains two crucial problems: graph
signal processing and graph distance metric. The former focuses on how to mine
useful information from graph structure data, while the latter concerns the mea-
surement of two graphs. On one hand, the obstacle to encode graph signals is
not only to process graph signals as discrete time signal but also need model
dependencies arising from irregular data. On the other hand, for graph struc-
tured data, Euclidean metrics fundamentally limit the ability to capture latent
semantic structures, which however need not conform to Euclidean spatial as-
sumptions. Further, could graph signal processing be seamlessly integrated with
graph distance metric learning for more effective comparisons between graph
data?
In this paper, we propose a Graph Wasserstein Correlation Analysis (GWCA)
method to deal with the comparisons of pairwise movie graphs. The proposed
GWCA elegantly formulates graph signal encoding together with graph distance
metric learning into a unified model. Inspired by the recent spectral graph theory,
we encode graph structure data with spectral graph filtering, which generalizes
the previous classic signal processing. Instead of direct frequency domain, we take
an approximation strategy, i.e., the polynomial of graph Laplacian, to efficiently
encode graph data. The encoded signals of graph are embedded as probability
distributions in a Wasserstein space, which is much larger and more flexible
than Euclidean space. Accordingly, the distance between graph data is defined
in Wasserstein space, which is called Wasserstein metric. Such a metric can not
only captures the similarity of the distributions of graph signals, but also be
able to preserve the transitivity in embedding space. In this way, graph signal
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filtering and Wasserstein metric learning are jointly encapsulated into a unified
mathematic model, which efficiently preserves the first-order and second-order
proximity of the nodes of graph, empowering the learned node representations
to reflect both graph topology structure. Surprisingly, we derive this model as a
classic eigenvalue decomposition problem with closed-form solution, where the
solution is just associated with graph encoding. Finally, our GWCA is used
to movie graph retrieval, where multiple heterogeneous graphs are built and
crossly-compared, e.g., annotation graph versus description graph, video graph
versus annotation graph, etc. Extensive experiments on MovieGraphs dataset
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method, and new state-of-the-art
results are also achieved.
In summary, our contribution are three folds:
– We propose an elegant inter-graph comparison model by seamlessly integrat-
ing graph signals filtering together with graph Wasserstein metric learning,
where the latter is just the optimization of the former.
– We derive the solution of model as a classic generalized eigenvalue decom-
position problem, which has an exact closed-form solution.
– We design an entire framework for movie retrieval including graph generation
and GWCA, and finally validate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
2 Related Work
Most relevant works are proposed to inference across vision and text, where mul-
tiple tasks are tackled including image-text modeling [13, 21, 33], video/image
query and answer (Q & A) [28] and video-text retrieval [9, 26]. For image-text
understanding, a majority of work generate descriptive sentences for vision,
and especially, [6] including sentence generation and image retrieval to find
the bi-directional mapping between images and their textual descriptions. For
video based works, [3] focus on understanding action of characters with scripts
and [11] learn the relations among actors. [18] proposed the method using the
retrieved action samples for visual learning and achieving action classification
based on texts. In [22], authors propose an LSTM with visual semantic embed-
ding method. Recently, Vicol et al. [30] proposed a new dataset MovieGraphs
for retrieving videos and text with graphs, which also shows graphs containing
sufficient information help us to understand the video and text better.
Graph Signal Processing. Graphs are generic data representation forms,
which describe the geometric structures of data domains effectively. From the
perspective of graph signal processing, the data on these graphs can be regarded
as a finite collection of samples, and the sample at each vertex in the graph
is graph signal. [27] concluded that spectral graph theory is regarded as the
tool for defining the frequency spectra , and as an extension of the Fourier
transform of the graph. It benefits the construction of expander graphs [14],
spectral clustering [31] and so on, including definitions and notations such as
the Non-Normalized Graph Laplacian and Graph Fourier Transform. References
[2,12,25,29] generate low dimensional representations for high-dimensional data
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Wasserstein 
Correlation
Ben asks Alison how her 
work is. She asks him 
about himself. 
Video clips descriptions
MovieGraphs
w1
w2
W1'
W2'
Fig. 1. Our proposed GWCA is used in two retrieval tasks. It jointly encapsulates
graph signal filtering and Wasserstein metric learning into a unified mathematic model
and W1 and W2 are learned in this process. Section 3 shows more details.
through spectral graph theory and the graph Laplacian [7], projecting the data
on a low-dimensional subspace generated by a small subset of the Laplacian
eigenbasis [2].
Generalized operators like filtering and translation then become the basis of
developing the localized, multi-scale transforms. In [5], the basic graph spec-
tral filtering enable discrete versions of continuous filtering, known as Gaussian
smoothing, bilateral filtering, anisotropic diffusion, and non-local means filter-
ing. Especially, Bruna et al. [4] consider possible generalizations of CNNs, which
extends convolution networks to graph domains. Then Defferrard et al. [10] pro-
posed a fast spectral filter, which use the Chebyshev polynomial approximation
so that they are of the same linear computation complexity. Kipf et al. [16] moti-
vate the convolutional architecture with a localized first-order approximation of
spectral graph convolutions. In particular, [17, 20, 24] propose the literature of
graph coarsening, downsampling and reduction. These graph modeling methods
have also been applied to many tasks, such as node classification [15,35], action
recognition [19] and user recommendation [34].
3 Overview
In our task, we need to retrieval video clips and their descriptions using manu-
ally annotated graphs in [30] as queries. To better analyze the correspondence
between annotated graphs, descriptions and video clips, we transform them into
graph structured data and the task is converted into the problem of graph search-
ing. For each pair of samples, we let X1 ∈ Rn1×d1 ,X2 ∈ Rn2×d2 denote the
graph of samples in each pair respectively. To represent the annotated graph
and constructed ourselves, following features are taken into consideration : 1)
word embeddings for the annotated graph and the description; 2)features ex-
tracted by different neural networks for the video clip. The detail of the graph
construction can be found in Section 5. In order to analyze graph correlation of
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different magnitudes features, we project them into the same space and maxi-
mize the correlation between projections. We minimize the Wasserstein distance,
that is, to learn weight parameters with regard of graphs. During training, we
perform the metric training with pairwise samples and get weight parameters.
In the process of testing, we search the most similar clip for the query over all
the other clips with learned information.
4 Graph Correlation Analysis
Given a pair of (heterogeneous) graphs, e.g., annotation graph versus description
graph, we denote them as G1 = (V1,A1,X1) and G2 = (V2,A2,X2), where V1,V2
are the node sets with the node numbers |V1| = n1 and |V2| = n2. The adjacent
matrices A1 ∈ Rn1×n1 ,A2 ∈ Rn2×n2 record connections of edges, graph signals
X1 ∈ Rn1×d1 ,X2 ∈ Rn2×d2 describe attributes of all nodes, where each row
corresponds to the signal vector of one node therein and d1, d2 are the dimensions
of signals. Our ultimate aim is to measure the distance of these two graphs G1,G2.
Formally, we define the distance metric learning on these two graphs as
D(G1,G2) =M(F(G1),F(G2)), (1)
where F(·) is a function of graph signal processing, M(·) is a distance metric
function between two graphs.
4.1 Graph Filtering versus Graph Metric
Below we detailedly introduce the graph signal filtering function F and the graph
metric learning functionM, and derive the consistency of their learning process
that the metric learning could be viewed as signal filtering and vice versa.
Graph Signal Filtering In spectral graph theory, one main operator is the
graph Laplacian operator, defined as L = D − A, where D ∈ Rn×n is the
diagonal degree matrix with Dii =
∑
j Aij . The popular option is to normalize
graph Laplacian, i.e.,
Lnorm = D−
1
2LD−
1
2 = I−D− 12AD− 12 , (2)
where each edge Aij is multiplied by a factor
1√
DiiDjj
, and I is an identity
matrix. Unless otherwise specified, below we use the normalized version. Due to
the symmetric and positive definite (SPD) property, the graph Laplacian L is
with a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors. Formally, we can decompose
the Laplacian matrix into
L = UΛU>, (3)
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where Λ = diag([λ1, λ2, · · · , λn]) with the spectrum λi ≥ 0. In analogy to the
classic Fourier transform, the graph Fourier transform and its inverse transform
are defined as [27]
x̂ = U>x, x = Ux̂, (4)
where x ∈ Rn is a graph signal of spatial domain, and x̂ is the corresponding
frequency signal.
Let F(·) denote the filter function on graph G, we can define the frequency
response on an input signal x as ẑ(λl) = x̂(λl)F̂(λl), and the inverse graph
Fourier transform [27] as z(i) =
∑N
l=1 x̂(λl)F̂(λl)ul(i), where ẑ(λl), x̂(λl), F̂(λl)
are the Fourier coefficients w.r.t the spectrum λl. In matrix form, the filtering
process can be rewritten as
z = F̂(L)x = Udiag[F̂(λ1), · · · , F̂(λn)]U>x. (5)
Given the input signal x and the output response z, our aim is to learn the
filter function F̂(·) in frequency domain, which suffers high-burden eigenvalue
decomposition. To bypass it, we use a low order polynomial to approximate F̂(·),
formally, F̂(λl) =
∑K−1
k=0 θkλ
k
l , where θ = [θ0, θ1, · · · , θK−1]> ∈ RK is a vector
of parameters w.r.t the polynomial coefficients, and K is the order number. By
plug it into Eqn. (5), we can have
z = Udiag[
K−1∑
k=0
θkλ
k
1 , · · · ,
K−1∑
k=0
θkλ
k
n]U
>x
=
K−1∑
k=0
θkUdiag[λ
k
1 , · · · , λkn]U>x =
K−1∑
k=0
θkL
kx.
Further, we may extend it to multi-dimensional signals X, each of which is
with different parameter, formally,
z =
K−1∑
k=0
d∑
j=1
ΘkjL
kX∗j =
K−1∑
k=0
LkXw(k), (6)
s.t. , w(k) = [Θk1, Θk2, · · · , Θkd]>, (7)
where X∗j takes the j-th column of the matrix X, Θ is the parameter to be
learnt, and w(k) is associated to the k-order term of the polynomial of graph
Laplacian.
Graph Wasserstein Metric Learning Below we derive that w(k) is also the
parameters to be learnt in metric learning. To simply the derivation, we consider
the k-order case and meantime omit the superscript of w(k). For a pair of graphs
G1,G2, the filtering response in the k-order case may be written as
x˜1 = L
k
1X1w1, x˜2 = L
k
2X2w2, (8)
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where x˜1 ∈ Rn1 , x˜2 ∈ Rn2 are one-dimensional signal of all nodes, and w1 ∈
Rd1 ,w2 ∈ Rd2 are the graph filtering parameters for the k-th polynomial term
case.
We use the 2th Wasserstein distance (abbreviated as W2) for the output
signals x˜1, x˜2. Note that each node only carries with one signal, and multi-
channel signals could be easily extended. Formally, when all nodes of one graph
is viewed a set of signals, we define second-order statistic distance as follows
D=‖µ1−µ2‖22+tr(Σ1+Σ2−2(Σ1/21 Σ2Σ1/21 )1/2), (9)
s.t. , µ1 =
1
n1
1>n1 x˜1, µ2 =
1
n2
1>n2 x˜2, (10)
Σ1 =
1
n1
(x˜1 − µ1)>(x˜1 − µ1), (11)
Σ2 =
1
n2
(x˜2 − µ2)>(x˜2 − µ2). (12)
By integrating Eqn. (8), Eqn. (10), Eqn. (11) and Eqn. (12) into the distance
metic in Eqn. (9), we can derive out the following formulas
µ>1 µ1 = w
>
1 X1Kµ1X1w1, (13)
µ>2 µ2 = w
>
2 X2Kµ2X2w2, (14)
µ>1 µ2 = w
>
1 X1Kµ1µ2X2w2, (15)
Σ1 = w
>
1 X1KΣ1X1w1, (16)
Σ2 = w
>
2 X2KΣ2X2w2, (17)
(Σ1Σ2)
1/2 ≥ w>1 X>1 KΣ1Σ2X2w2 (18)
where each kernel term K is defined as
Kµ1 =
1
n21
(Lk1)
>1n11
>
n1L
k
1 , (19)
Kµ2 =
1
n22
(Lk2)
>1n21
>
n2L
k
2 , (20)
Kµ1µ2 =
1
n1n2
(Lk1)
>1n11
>
n2L
k
2 , (21)
KΣ1 =
1
n1
(Lk1 −
1
n1
11>Lk1)
>(Lk1 −
1
n1
11>Lk1), (22)
KΣ2 =
1
n2
(Lk2 −
1
n2
11>Lk2)
>(Lk2 −
1
n2
11>Lk2), (23)
KΣ1Σ2 =
1√
n1n2
(Lk1−
1
n1
11Lk1)
>(Lk2−
1
n2
11Lk2). (24)
In the above formulas, we can easily derive them except Eqn. (18). Next
we give the derivation process of (Σ1Σ2)
1/2 . We denote x˜′1 = x˜1 − µ1 and
x˜′2 = x˜2 − µ2, and suppose the same dimensions (i.e., n1 = n2)1, and then can
1 We can pad zero values to one of them to produce the same dimensions for them.
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have
(Σ1Σ2)
1/2 = (
1
n1n2
(x˜′1)
>x˜′1(x˜
′
2)
>x˜′2)
1/2 (25)
≥ 1√
n1n2
(x˜′1)
>x˜′2, (26)
where this inequation employs Cauchy inequality:
∑n
i=1 a
2
i
∑n
i=1 b
2
i ≥ (
∑n
i=1 aibi)
2
.
Next we plug Eqn. (8) and Eqn. (10) into the above equation and define the
kernel term in Eqn. (24). After a series of derivation, we can reach the final
Eqn. (18).
Now we can obtain the upper bound of Wasserstein distance metric, i.e.,
D ≤ w>1 X>1 (Kµ1 +KΣ1)X1w1
+w>2 X
>
2 (Kµ2 +KΣ2)X2w2
− 2w>1 X>1 (Kµ1µ2 +KΣ1Σ2)X2w2. (27)
The above bound is obviously the metric learning in Wasserstein space if we
extend w1,w2 to multi-channel responses. Therefore, the Wasserstein metric
learning is consistent with graph signal filtering. In other words, the aim of
metric learning is to learn graph filters, and vice verse.
Wasserstein Correlation Analysis GivenM pairs of matching graphs, {(G(m)1 ,G(m)2 )}|Mm=1,
we expect to learn the projection to make their as closer as possible, formally,
arg min
w1,w2
M∑
m=1
D(G(m)1 ,G(m)2 ). (28)
We replaceD with Eqn. (27), and then the objective function can be rewritten
as
arg min
w1,w2
w>1 C1w1 +w>2 C2w2 − 2w>1 C12w2, (29)
where
C1 =
M∑
m=1
(X
(m)
1 )
>(Kµ1 +KΣ1)X(m)1 , (30)
C2 =
M∑
m=1
(X
(m)
2 )
>(Kµ2 +KΣ2)X(m)2 , (31)
C12 =
M∑
m=1
(X
(m)
1 )
>(Kµ1µ2 +KΣ1Σ2)X(m)2 . (32)
An elegant alternative of the solution is to maximize the following objective
function
arg max
w1,w2
w>1 C12w2√
w>1 C1w1
√
w>2 C2w2
. (33)
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which finally falls into the category of canonical correlation analysis. Hence, this
maximum optimization has a closed-form solution, which can be derived as the
eigenvalue decomposition from
C−11 C12C−12 C21w1 = ρ2w1 (34)
C−12 C21C−11 C12w2 = ρ2w2 (35)
where w1,w2 are eigenvectors and ρ is the correlation coefficient.
Consequently, those eigenvectors with large correlation coefficients may be
chosen as multi-channel projection functions. Further, with the change of the
order k, we can learn the corresponding filtering functions also metrics.
5 Graph Generation
In this section, we introduce how we generate graphs on the MovieGraphs
dataset. As structural difference exists between videos and descriptions of movies,
different graphs are constructed accordingly.
5.1 Graph construction on videos
Formally, a graph can be denoted as G = (V, E), where V and E are the sets of
nodes and edges, respectively. Following the configuration of the Moviegraphs
dataset, four types of nodes, which correspond to the nodes in the manually
annotated graph of the dataset, are taken into account for video clips denoted
as M . Nodes of character and attribute are denoted with the notations vch and
vatt respectively. Another two independent nodes named scene and situation are
specifically denoted as vsc and vsi. Below, we introduce how we learn embeddings
of these nodes, and set up connections between them.
Scene and situation. Scene and situation provide the context of the video.
For each video clip, the Resnet is used to extract features from those frames,
and features of every ten frames are averaged as the representation of scene and
situation denoted as xsc ∈ R2048 and xsi ∈ R2048, which is similar with the
previous work [30].
Character. In the graph retrieval video task, in order to obtain the features
of different types of nodes, e.g. facial expression and age, we first perform face
detection on each frame [1], and then construct multiple clusters where each
cluster is formed by those faces belonging to the same person. Moreover, we
assign each cluster with one name according to the actor list in IMDB by com-
paring the features between the cluster and the actor picture (also provided in
IMDB). Specifically, in the process of constructing face clusters, facial features
are first extracted, and accordingly the Euclidean distances are calculated be-
tween faces for comparison. Also, a threshold is set to determine whether they
are the same person. For each face cluster not aligned with an actor name, we
randomly choose an unassigned name in the actor list for it.
Attribute. For each face cluster, its attribute node include age, gender,
emotion, etc. Each attribute node is represented by the extracted feature of the
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predicted attribute value [23] (e.g. ”male” for gender), which is formally denoted
as xatt ∈ R300. These nodes form a graph where nodes with similar embeddings
are connected.
5.2 Graph construction on Descriptions
In moviegraphs dataset, each video clip has a natural language description. To
construct one graph for each description of the movie clip, after spliting the
sentence and removing stopwords and notations, we statistics the total words
while keep previous order to obtain a small corporus. Here we regard each word
as graph node vdes, and each node in the textual graph has the representation
of a fixed length by using GloVe embeddings [23]. Moreover, the intense of the
edge between nodes is defined as the similarity between their embeddings.
6 Experiments
We conduct experiments on the MovieGraphs dataset with our proposed GWCA.
The performance of GWCA is also compared with the results of those retrieval
tasks in MovieGraphs [30]. Moreover, we conduct an ablation study to discuss
the influence of different distance metrics and different orders of receptive fields.
6.1 Dataset and settings
MovieGraphs dataset consists of 51 movies with annotated textual description
and graphs. Each movie is split into multiple rough scenes and then manually
refined. As a result, the dataset contains 7637 clips in total and each clip has
an annotated description and graph. There are 35 words on average in the de-
scription, and the average number of nodes per graph is also about 35. In the
experiment, following the protocol in [30], the dataset is split into 5050 clips for
training, 1060 clips for validation and 1527 clips for testing.
Two retrieval tasks are evaluated to test the performance: (1) descriptions
retrieval using annotated graphs as queries, and (2) video clips retrieval using
annotated graphs as queries. In the test stage, for each query graph, we search
all the descriptions/video clips to find the most similar one. Following the pre-
vious work [30], we use ”Recall” as the evaluation metric, and calculate the
Recall@1(R@1), Recall@5(R@5) and Recall10(R@10) to explore the effective-
ness of our GWCA. There R@K stands for the fraction of correct predicted
results in the top K predictions.
6.2 The Comparison Results
We compare our proposed GWCA with those state-of-the-art methods, and the
results are shown in Table 1.
Description Retrieval using graphs as queries. The results of description
retrieval with query graphs are shown in Table 1, from the first row to third row
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Table 1. The comparison results of two different retrieval tasks.
Method
Description
Method
Video
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
GloVe,idf·max-sum 61.3 81.6 86.9 sc 1.1 4.3 7.7
GloVe,max-sum 62.1 81.3 87.2 sc,si 1.0 5.4 8.7
TF·IDF 61.6 83.8 89.7 sc,si,a 2.2 9.4 15.5
GWCA 67.6 87.8 91.9 sc,si,a(ours) 2.4 10.1 16.2
stressed
female
adult
gives instructions
shopping
female
adult
supportive
scene: grocery store
Situation: talk about work
Alison tells Debbie that she 
thinks she may be pregnant 
and reminds Debbie of who 
it was. Debbie sympathizes 
with her.  
Debbie and Alison run 
through the store to find and 
buy many pregnancy tests.
Alison
Debbie
scene: bedroom
Situation: waking up
Sadie, Pete and Debbie 
sleep. Charlotte comes in 
and wakes Sadie and Pete, 
who are in bed. She didn't 
wake up Debbie who is 
sleeping on the floor.
An alarm beeps and Allison 
gets out of bed.
Alison
needs to get up
female
thin
Fig. 2. The results for retrieved descriptions with graphs. We show the top-2 retrieved
clips. The sub-graphs indicate the query graphs. The green boxes indicate the ground-
truth and the red boxes indicate the quite similar one.
in the second column. For the compared methods, GloVe means that the GloVe
word embedding is employed; max-sum and idf·max-sum are pooling strategies
with word embedding. Specifically, idf·max-sum weights words with rarity. The
previous method [30] finds the best matching word in description for each word
in the manually annotated graph, and sum up them to compute the similarity.
Then this processed score is fed into the loss function. According to Table 1,
GloVe with the pooling strategy of max-sum achieves limited performance gain
comparing with GloVe. TF·IDF, which uses an identity sparse matrix to initial-
ize features, performs better than GloVe. Among these compared methods, our
GWCA shows the best performance, where the score of Recall@1 is about 5.5%
higher than GloVe with max-sum pooling. Besides, for those words with similar
meaning/embedding which are sometimes confusing, our GWCA is still effective
enough to compute the correlation and fulfill the retrieval task well. This obser-
vation demonstrates that GWCA successfully formulates graph signal encoding
together with graph distance metric learning into a unified model. Besides, we
show some retrieval examples in Fig. 2.
Video Retrieval using graphs as queries. This experiment aims to mea-
sure the performance of our method to retrieve videos based on the given anno-
tated graphs. The result is shown in the third and fourth columns in Table 1.
The characters ’si’, ’sc’ and ’a’ indicate that we start with the scene, situation,
attributes, and characters as part of graphs, while their corresponding methods
all compute the cosine similarity to measure the distances between nodes. The
reported result of our GWCA employs all the four kinds of nodes, and achieves
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C1 C2
surprise
male
adult
female
adult
serious C1: surprise, adult, 
male
C2: serious, adult, 
female
C1: sad, adult, 
male
C2: editor, adult, 
female
scene: bar          situation: congratulates
scene: bar
Situation:talk about work
C1
bitter
male
caucasian
teenager
record store owner
C1: bitter, teenager, 
male, caucasian
scene: apartment          situation: talk about relationships
C1: bitter, teenager, male, caucasian
scene: apartment          situation: talk about relationships
scene: apartment
Situation:talk about relationships
Fig. 3. The results for retrieved video clips with graphs. We show the top-2 retrieved
clips. The red boxes indicate results that are quite similar in meaning to the query,
and the green boxes indicate ground-truth.
the best performance. According to the shown result, we have the following ob-
servations: (1) the four different nodes, i.e. situation, scene, attribute and char-
acters, all contribute to the video retrieval; (2) compared with other methods,
our GWCA is advantageous in understanding the graph structure as it jointly
encapsulates graph signal filtering and Wasserstein metric learning into a unified
mathematic model helps to enhance the node representation ability. Some exam-
ples of the retrieved videos are visualized in Fig. 3 for the intuitive impression
of our GWCA.
6.3 Ablation Study
In this section, we dissect our algorithm by conducting ablation analysis. Specif-
ically, we evaluate how the modules, i.e. the graph Wasserstein metric, the order
of receptive fields, and the dimension of the features of nodes, promote the re-
trieval. For this purpose, we conduct the following additional experiments:
(1) Comparing the performance between Graph Wasserstein Metric and cosine
distance with different algorithms, e.g. PCA, CCA, and also the original
feature without learning. The result is shown in Table 2.
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(2) Comparing the performance of GWCA under different values of the order of
receptive field k. Please see the result in Fig. 4. Fusion means the features
of those orders that are lower than k are fused together as the feature.
(3) Comparing the performance of GWCA under different dimensions of node
features. The result is shown in Fig. 5.
According to the results, we have the following observations:
(1) Graph Wasserstein Metric effectively promotes the performance in distance
measurement between graph. Specifically, for both PCA and CCA, higher
performances are achieved with Graph Wasserstein Metric than cosine sim-
ilarity.
(2) The order of receptive field k also influences the performance. We focus on
the situation of fusion as it achieves higher performance in Fig. 4. As it is
shown, we can see that the best performance is achieved when k equals 2,
otherwise the performance drops.
(3) The dimension of node feature is also an important factor influencing the
retrieval performance. According to Fig. 5, the performance varies with dif-
ferent dimensions, and the best performance is achieved when the dimension
is set to 240.
Table 2. The comparison results between cosine distance and Graph Wasserstein Met-
ric using different algorithms.
Method R@1 R@5 R@10
Ori Feature cos 4.07 12.4 19.6
PCA
cos 35.9 55.5 64.8
w-2 62.1 77.7 86.7
CCA
cos 61.9 78.3 85.3
w-2 66.4 82.7 88.3
GWCA 67.6 87.8 91.9
7 Conclusion
In this paper, a Graph Wasserstein Correlation Analysis (GWCA) method was
proposed to deal with the comparisons of pairwise movie graphs and show the
effectiveness. We relabel some content ourselves after downloading the existing
data, and then use GWCA to formulate graph signal encoding together with
graph distance metric learning on this dataset. In this way, graph signal filtering
and Wasserstein metric learning are jointly encapsulated into a unified model,
which efficiently preserves the proximity of the nodes of graph and empowering
the learned node representations. Extensive experiments and our visualizations
analyze our method and we believe that our contribution can be applied to many
domains.
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Fig. 4. Test Recall@5 with different
orders, using GWCA in the description
retrieval task.
Fig. 5. Test Recall@5 with different dimen-
sions, using GWCA in the description re-
trieval task.
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